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Abstract
A major challenge in developing dialog systems is obtaining realistic data to train the systems for specific domains. We study the opportunity for using crowdsourcing methods to collect dialog datasets. Specifically, we introduce ChatCollect, a system that allows researchers to collect conversations focused around definable tasks from pairs of workers in the crowd. We demonstrate that varied and in-depth dialogs can be collected using this system, then discuss ongoing work on creating a crowd-powered system for parsing semantic frames. We then discuss research opportunities in using this approach to train and improve automated dialog systems in the future.

Introduction
One of the primary bottlenecks in the development of task-oriented dialog systems, and in scaling them to multiple domains, is the availability of domain-specific dialog data. Dialog systems harness multiple components, such as speech recognition, natural language understanding, dialog management, natural language generation, and each of these components requires and significantly benefits from the availability of domain-specific data resources and models. Examples include acoustic and language models, spoken language understanding models, domain ontologies, domain interaction plans, natural language generation templates, etc.

Although many AI problems have benefitted from immensely growing data sources, end-to-end data acquisition for task-oriented dialog systems remains a challenging problem. Existing approaches for collecting dialog data result in high development costs and are time consuming for system developers. Unless external resources happen to already be available (which is not the case for most domains), in-domain data collection requires having a deployed system capable of sustaining a dialog with a user. This leads to a bootstrapping problem: given the lack of data to train the initial systems, system developers carry the burden of developing grammars and language models either manually or with Wizard-of-Oz studies. Collecting dialog data with an early version of a deployed system has shortcomings: data collection quality may suffer from the inadequacies of the system itself, and users may bias their language to adjust for the deficiencies of the system in the pursuit of having a successful dialog. As a result, the speed of data collection may be slower than desired. Finally, this costly development process must be repeated all over again for each new domain or system, or even when new functionality is added.

We investigate the use of crowdsourcing for collecting task-oriented text-based dialog data. We present ongoing work on ChatCollect, a system that coordinates workers on a crowdsourcing platform, by pairing them up in real-time, assigning them dialog roles, asking them to accomplish a given task together, and recording their interactions. The system requires minimal input from system developers; it only asks for a description of the task to be given to workers.

We discuss results and lessons learned from an initial experiment, and present statistics that help characterize the trends we observed in these conversations.
While further investigation is needed, our initial results suggest that this is a feasible approach for collecting task-oriented dialog data. We discuss future steps to improve the efficiency of data collection with the system. We conclude with a discussion of ongoing work on providing training data for spoken language understanding models by having the crowd collectively parse logs from the conversation into their corresponding semantic frames. Our work suggests a possible future in which the crowd can be used to increasingly automate the process of building dialog systems in new domains, on-demand, with minimal effort from developers.

**Background**

Our approach draws from rich prior work in both conversational dialog systems, and crowdsourcing.

**Conversational Dialog Systems**

Our ChatCollect system is designed to alleviate the development efforts for dialog systems. The manual authoring of these systems has been recognized as a time-consuming effort that requires domain expertise (Ward and Pellom 1999). This challenging and time-consuming process has been used in the development of many dialog systems (e.g., (Gandhe et al. 2009; Aileven et al. 2006; Allen et al. 1996)). Alternative approaches have focused on learning from transcribed human-human dialogs (Gorin, Riccardi, and Wright 1997) or dialogs collected through Wizard-of-Oz studies (Lathrop 2004). However, existing human-human corpora apply to limited domains, and collecting data for new domains with the existing techniques is difficult and expensive. Moreover, they do not scale well—an important aspect given the amount of data needed to train accurate models for dialog systems. The system proposed in this paper holds promise for obtaining natural dialog data for various domains with little to no involvement from system designers. The approach may enable automated training of future dialog systems and speed up the real-world deployment of such systems.

**Crowdsourcing**

Crowdsourcing has gained immense popularity in recent years as a means to provide programmatic, easy, and scalable access to human intelligence. Crowdsourcing has been applied to a large variety of tasks ranging from search relevance (Chen et al. 2013) to image description (Bigham et al. 2010). Recently, there has been growing interest in applying crowdsourcing to language problems. Crowdsourcing tasks have been designed for speech transcription (Lasecki et al. 2012), speech acquisition (Lane et al. 2010), translation (Zaidan and Callison-Burch 2011) and paraphrase generation (Burrows, Potthast, and Stein 2013). Some prior work has particularly focused on crowdsourcing methods for the development of dialog systems. Wang et. al. studied methods for eliciting natural language for a given semantic form (Wang et al. 2012). The Asgard system uses crowdsourcing for free-form language generation and for the semantic labeling of segments of the collected language (Liu et al. 2013). Bessho et. al. (Bessho, Harada, and Kuniyoshi 2012) developed a dialog system that requests efforts from a real-time crowd to make progress in a dialog when automated approaches fail.

Continuous real-time crowdsourcing was introduced by Lasecki et. al (Lasecki et al. 2011) in order to create crowd-powered systems capable of interacting with their users and their environment. This approach was applied to conversational interaction in Chorus (Lasecki et al. 2013b; 2013a), a conversational question answering system. Both of these systems are able to quickly get input from crowd workers by pre-recruiting (Bigham et al. 2010; Bernstein et al. 2011). ChatCollect differs from these systems by recruiting all sides of the dialog from the crowd for automated dialog generation.

**ChatCollect System**

The ChatCollect system is designed to collect realistic task-oriented dialog data from crowd workers. The only inputs of the system developer to the ChatCollect system are the different tasks the developer wants to collect data about. For example, a developer may tell ChatCollect to collect data about flight reservations, planning a night out or deciding what car to buy.

The ChatCollect system hires a pair of workers from a crowdsourcing marketplace in real-time and links them to an instant-messenger style chat window to have a conversation about the given task, and assigns a role to each worker. The first worker routed to the chat window is assigned the role of the “Assistant” and is instructed to help someone with the task at hand, such as finding a flight. The second worker is assigned the role of the “User” and is given a task type to complete with the help of the Assistant (e.g., find flight). In order to add realistic depth to the conversations held by workers playing a part, the system does not prime the User with the details of the task she needs to complete, but instead it asks the User to imagine such a setting. Both workers are instructed not to share any personally identifiable information about themselves.

Since the Assistant is hired first and routed to the chat interface, the User finds the Assistant waiting when she is routed to the chat interface. The User is instructed to start the dialog when she is at the chat interface by telling the Assistant about the task. The User and Assistant both share information about the task, discuss possible solutions, and revise the task.

Workers are asked to complete the task as well as possible (rather than meet the minimum requirements, or just accept any response). Once the User deems that the task is complete, she can signal the end of the interaction by clicking “done”, which forwards her and the Assistant worker to a survey page asking them each about the quality of the interaction they had. The survey also asks the Assistant workers about the resources (e.g., websites) they used to complete the given task.
We designed a payment scheme for the ChatCollect system that rewards workers based on the time they spend on the task as well as the quality of dialog they had (assessed by evaluators, or their conversational partner). Workers are paid a fixed amount per minute for waiting for their partner to arrive and for the dialog to start. We then review the dialogs after completion and assign a bonus amount for each dialog to reward the dialogs that successfully complete their task.

Experiments

We evaluated the ChatCollect system on the Universal Human Relevance System (UHRS) crowdsourcing marketplace, Microsoft’s internal crowdsourcing platform. Similar to other platforms, UHRS connects a large worker pool from different regions in the world with requesters seeking human input. Previous work on this platform shows that workers provide high quality work with low latency (Wang et al. 2012). In our experiments, we used American English speaking workers.

In order to see what these conversations will look like, we collected an initial dataset that could be manually analyzed. We collected this data in 3 sessions, resulting in 16 completed conversations focusing on two tasks: finding a flight, and finding a hotel. The details for these tasks (e.g., city) were not told to workers, but instead chosen by the worker as part of their role-playing.

Success rate Our 16 successful conversations were drawn from 38 started sessions. While this is only a 42.1% completion rate for paired workers, our manual evaluation shows that every one of the conversations that lasted more than one round were marked as complete by the workers and were evaluated by us as successful. This means that filtering out bad sessions is easy, helping to keep the cost of data collection low. All of the completed conversations contained valid responses to the questions asked.

This analysis suggests that once two workers are paired for the task and start a conversation, they complete a successful dialog. The unsuccessful conversations resulted from workers not being successfully paired in real-time. For example, in a number of the instances, the assistant worker left the system before a user worker could be assigned to the task to start a dialog. The average wait time for a worker in a successful conversation was 4:41 minutes (median 2:16 minutes), while the average wait time for an unsuccessful one was 34:35 minutes (median 6:16 minutes).

Length of Conversations There were a total of 343 turns in the conversations we collected, with an average of 21.4 (median 19) turns containing 268.5 (median 243) words per conversation. The standard deviation was 13.7 turns and 197.5 words, showing the conversations varied significantly in length. In fact, the minimum number of turns was 6, while the maximum was 58. The minimum number of words was 75 (from a conversation with 8 turns) and the maximum was 748. As may be expected, number of turns was a strong predictor of amount of interaction (number of words).

Variation Between Conversations In the 16 conversations between pairs of workers, 19 unique workers participated. Despite the fact that some workers repeated (which we explicitly allowed), none of the conversations repeated which city or pair of cities were involved in the travel plans.

Worker Feedback From the 16 conversations, we collected 25 survey responses: 13 from Users and 12 from Assistants. Of the Users, 11 (84.6%) replied that they were “very satisfied” with the responses from the assistant, one said they were “somewhat satisfied”, and one said they were “very dissatisfied”, though this worker claimed to be happy with the response in the chat itself.

11 of 13 Users said the interface made their task “very easy” to complete, while two said it was “somewhat easy”. 8 out of 12 of the Assistants thought the task was “very easy” to complete, 3 found it “somewhat easy”, and one was neutral. Six of these workers reported that the hardest part of the task was finding the right questions to ask to determine the user’s preferences. To complete their task, Assistants used typical web tools such as Google, Kayak, or Expedia. Overall, 5 workers specifically mentioned enjoying the task in the free-response section of the survey, supporting prior work using Mechanical Turk that also found a large percentage of workers enjoyed a conversational task (Lasecki et al. 2013b).

Crowd Parsing of Semantic Frames

One potential avenue for using the data collected in this manner is to construct corpora for developing the domain-specific spoken language understanding component of a dialog system. In slot-filling type domains, this amounts to identifying the domain ontology, i.e. the set of domain-specific frames, the corresponding slots and values, and developing a labeled corpus that captures the semantic parses for each lexical turn in the dialog.

We address this problem by developing CrowdParse, a system that uses the crowd to parse dialogs into semantic frames as the conversation progresses. As a result of this task, we can generate dialog data accompanied with semantic labels that can be directly used in training spoken language understanding components (Liu et al. 2013). CrowdParse asks workers to evaluate the information provided in a task-oriented dialog and extract frames (tasks), fields (types of information), and values (information provided) for both sides of the conversation. As the conversation progresses, workers add information, building on the prior information captured by either their previous step or prior workers.

When workers take the CrowdParse task, they are routed to a point in a conversation. They then update the frame they are presented with, and continue to a new task until they choose to stop.
Discussion and Future Work

Our initial results suggest that ChatCollect can provide an effective tool for collecting task-oriented dialog data. We limited the size of the data collected for this exploratory work to 16 in order to more easily review each conversation manually, but ChatCollect can be run continuously to collect larger datasets. In future work, it will be interesting to explore how the dialog data collected with our system compares to prior datasets generated by bringing participants into a lab setting, or collected through a deployed system.

While the completed conversations were all successful, fewer than half of the chat sessions that workers were routed to were completed. The main reason for this was that sometimes a large delay would occur between the arrivals of the two workers. Accordingly, none of the incomplete conversations had more than one round of dialog (each party spoke at most once when they arrived, but the first left before the second arrived). A quick way to address this issue is following marketplace specific strategies to attract workers to our tasks more quickly, such as reposting tasks to increase task visibility. As a more permanent fix, future versions of ChatCollect will detect when one party disconnects, and route the other to an active task (with appropriate compensation for any work done so far). This also helps in the case when a conversation is partially complete, and one worker leaves, as was observed in preliminary testing. Also, pre-recruiting approaches used in prior work can help ensure worker availability (Bigham et al. 2010; Bernstein et al. 2011).

Our ultimate goal is to enable the automatic training and scaling of dialog systems to new domains. Future versions of the system will investigate collecting speech from workers with microphones in order to train spoken language understanding components. We believe such a pipeline can reduce the cost of developing dialog systems that are able to easily generalize to new domains.

Conclusion

Crowdsourcing methods such as the ones presented here offer new opportunities for developing dialog systems that can continuously learn on demand with low cost. In this paper, we introduced ChatCollect, a system for collecting task-oriented dialog data using pairs of crowd workers. We presented some results from an initial set of 16 conversations containing a total of 4296 turns which we analyzed manually, finding that these conversations are appropriately varied and on-topic. We also discussed ongoing work on CrowdParse, a system that uses the crowd to parse semantic frames from dialogs. We believe this work takes first steps towards a future in which dialog systems can be easily trained in new domains by using crowd-generated datasets.
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